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ORBITAL EVOLUTION OF A TRITON CAPTURED BY GAS DRAG; Andrew C. Leith 
and W i  B. McKinnon, Dept Earth and Planetary Sciences and McDonnell Center for Space Sciences, 
Washington University, Saint Louis MO 63130. 

Introduction: Voyager images show Triton's slirface to be extensively resrrrface$ The energy for this 
may initially have come from massive tidal h&g associated with Triton's orbital evolution subsequent to 
capture. The capture mechanism &tennines the early orbital evolution and the amount of tidal energy that would 
have been depxited in Triton, We have previously examined orbital evolution due m gas drag, focusing on three 
questions: is capture possible, does inclination evolution set an upper limit on the amount of gas drag evolution 
and thus a lower limit on the amount of tidal heating, and can gas drag ev01ution be suEdently prolonged for 
Triton to outlast the nebula [14]? We found that capture is possible during a single pass through a grroto- 
Neptunian nebula if Triton is initially in a gravitational temporary capture orbit. We focus here on Triton's 
survival. 

Model: We assume Neptune had a protma&llite nebula resembling that at Uranus, which we nxomthte 
under a conventional minimum mass hypothesis [e.g., 3. The nebula is truncated at the outer edge of Oberonqs 
"feeding zone," at just over 25 RN (this is our nominal nebula). We set the line of nodes of Triton's orbit to 
coincide with the line of a p W  for most of our models, so Triton passes through the nebula at perkcater (later 
we relax this requirement). As initial conditions we set Triton at the limit of Neptune's Hili sphere (-4600 RN) 
and specify an initial  distance (perkenter). For large semimajor axes the Muence of the Sun causes a 
harmonic o s c ~ n  of the specific angular momentum of Triton's orbit about a mean value. This o s c ~ o n  
(Sh) has an angular frequency of twice Neptune's mean motion [a. Tbe phase in the angular momentum cycle at 
which Triton f k t  passes through the nebula is a d c a l  bar in the subsequent evolution of the orbh We 
initially assume that the first encounter occurs at minimum angular momentum and that solar perhabations have 
negligible effect on the semimajor axis [q. For semimajor axes of less than 30 RN, the osdlation in angular 
momentum amounts to c 0.15% of the mean value, and is neglected. Triton's retrograde &it means that angular 
momentum is being transferred from its arbit to Neptune's spin, so the orbital elemarts were allowed to evolve 
until the mean angular momentum of the model orbit equaled or fell below that of Triton's present orbit. 

Results: Figure 1 shows the evolution times far various starting pericenter distances assuming ohat the 
first encounter is the closest possible, i.e., it coincides with the minimum (most negative) Sh. This can be 
justified by the essentially chaotic nature of tempoaary capture arbits. The starting inclinations of the orbits were 
iterated so that the hnat Mination would be within 02O of the present value. In all cases the final eccenhdty 
was 5 020, and the final semimajor axis within 0.6 RN of the present value, but the change in mean inclimion 
(ignoring precession) was never more than 6". The low final eccentricities result from the coincidence of the hes  
of nodes and apsides in our modeL If Triton's orbit mtasects the d u h  at other than @center, the true anomaly, 
f, increases Qrring orbital evoludon. The most significant effect of non-zem f is increased final eccenthcity. 
Overall results suggest that Triton's post gas drag eccentricity is unlikely t6 be less than -0.25. Figure 2, which 
shows @center passage vetsns time for oae set of initial conditions, illwrates why evolution times hcrease 
markedly when the initial encounter is close to the limit of the nebula Because the seanimajn axis k Kcduced 
after passage ohrough the nebula, having first passage coincide with minimum Sh means that subsequent 
pericenter passages will be further out than for the fitst encolmter (until apocenter also falls within the nebula), 
As the starting periwnter distance increases, so does the number of cxbii that do not encounter the nebula. 

If the initial encounter occurs at close to minimum Sh and very close to edge of the nebula, the evolution 
time can be extended beyond 1 d  years, for particular initial codtiom Apart from this special case, though, gas 
drag in our nominal nebula may be too effective to permit Triton's survival. However, if the nebula is less 
massive than nominal, the p i c m  improves. We repted the nms shown in Rg. 1 for a nebula l/lOth the 
nominal mass, which may be more likely for a protosatellite nebula k c b e d  in high-Z material. In addition to 
mhchg the nebula mass, we remove gas intercepted and sbock heated by Triton on each passage through the 
nebula. We find that Triton can so deplete an annulus within the nebula, centered abwt ks pericenter dimnce, 
that its orbit virtually ceases to evolve by gas drag (provided that the viscous spreading time for the gas does not 
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exceed the orbital evolution time). Figure 3 shows the reduction in surface density of the low-mass nebula for 
three initial encounter distances, Because the initial encounter was assumed to occur at minimum 6h, the 
annulus cleared by Triton lies further out than the initial pericenter. Figure 4 shows the results obtained for a 
starting inclination of 160'. The evolution was halted when the ratio of gas mass encountered divided by Triton's 
mass fell below 1e7. In all instances the change in mean incharion was less than 1.5'. Initial pericenters 
furthea out than 15 RN were not consided because the energy lost from the orbit in the initial encounter would 
probably be insufficient to make the cam permanent. 

Conclnsion: Reconciling capture with the gas drag time scale 271 may be possible. The oscillation of 
&ture arbits in and out of a pmosa&llite nebula can lengthen evolution times to lo4 yr and beyond. This is 
shorter than the estimated lifetime of the T Tauxi phase ( s lo6 yr), during which the pmtosa&llite nebula 
ostensibly forms, evolves, and vanishes. However, Triton may simply have been captured toward the end of the 
nebula's lifetime, or the nebula may have evolved rapidly due to turbulent dissipation. Another possibility is that 
Triton may have been able to clear the region in the nebula that it passed in and out of, thus greatly slowing its 
own evolution 'This possibility appears especially promising for the low-mass nebulae that are currently favoled 
to form around planets such as Uranus and N e w  181. These nebulae canmt be turbulent, though, if cleared 
lanes are to remain so, which may imply that the nebula is in its sateIlite building phase (solids sealing to the 
midplane, etc.). Although none of the foregoing scembs precludes the possibility that Triton was captured as the 
result of a collision [a, they do offer viable alternatives 
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